A method based on moments invariant features and cascade AdaBoost classifier for insulator recognition is put forward to solve the problem of poor performance of insulator recognition. At first, the insulator image is preprocessed by median filtering, dilating, eroding and Otsu thresholding. Then, for the better extraction of moments invariant features, the preprocessed insulator image is tilted correctly based on PCA (Principal Component Analysis). Next, the moments invariant features are extracted and chosen to compose complex classifier in the process of training AdaBoost. Finally, the complex AdaBoost classifiers are combined in a cascade method for insulator recognition.
Introduction
With the development of society, the power demand is larger and larger, and the power industry is facing huge opportunity and challenge. The power transmission line and equipments are often under the attack of rain and wind, and the power transmission system often has the fault, so they must be patrolled for the reliability of power transmission.
Among the power transmission equipments, the insulator is very important for the power transmission system, and it supports and separates electrical conductors without allowing current through itself. Because of the development of extra-high-voltage and ultra-high-voltage power transmission line, a large number of insulators are used. For the reliability of power transmission, the insulator must work well. However, the insulator is frequently broken, for power transmission line is vulnerable to attacks from high wind and hailstone, such as string dropping and fracture. According to statistics, the damaged insulator occupies 81.3% in all fault diagnosis [1] . Therefore, the insulator must be inspected, and it has the profound impact on the safe operation of power transmission line.
Nowadays, manual inspection has been the main way of power transmission line and equipments inspection. However, this method not only expends a mass of human and material resources, but also cannot realize the real-time supervision. In recent years, the use of UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) for power transmission line and equipments inspection is a hot technology, and it can detect the power transmission line and equipments, and discriminate the failure under no power cut. A lot of research on power transmission line and equipments inspection based on UAV has been carried out. However, the performance of published inspecting method for power transmission line and equipments inspection is not very well, especially the insulator inspection.
In this paper, a method based on moments invariant features and cascade AdaBoost classifier for insulator recognition embedded onto a UAV is proposed, and it is the first step for insulator inspection. The results of experiments demonstrate that the proposed method can recognize the insulator from complex background in the mountainous area, and it lays the foundation for insulator fault diagnosis.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the insulator recognition algorithm is described. In Sect. 3, the preprocessing method of insulator is presented. In Sect. 4, the tilt correction method of insulator based on PCA is presented. In Sect. 5, moments invariant features extraction is introduced. In Sect. 6, cascade AdaBoost classifier is introduced. In Sect. 7, experiment results and analysis are presented. Finally, Sect. 8 concludes this paper with some remarks.
Insulator Recognition Algorithm
Insulator recognition process is divided into two steps as follows. The first step is to determine the coarse location of insulator, and that is searching for the insulator candidate region from the input image. The second step is to recognize the insulator, and that is to determine whether the insulator exists in the candidate region.
Insulator Coarse Location Algorithm. The insulator coarse location algorithm and some experiment results are shown in Fig. 1 . At first, the power transmission tower is detected from the input image using the method which is proposed in [2] , and marked with a bounding box. Then, the power transmission lines are detected in the left and right regions of the power transmission tower using the method which is proposed in [3] . Finally, the insulator candidate regions are marked with bounding boxes, according to the collinearity of insulator and power transmission line, and the location of insulator next to the power transmission tower.
The power transmission tower detection method is as follows. At first, the linear object is extracted from the input image using LSD (Line Segment Detector) method [4] . Then, the position of power transmission tower is detected using the statistical projection method.
The power transmission line detection method is as follows. At first, according to the eigenvector direction of Hessian matrix, the direction of linear object is extracted from the input image. Then, the point of approximate eigenvector direction is extracted to compose the line segment using the region growing method. Finally, the linear object is extracted from these line segments using the statistical method to make the line segment most and longest along the linear object, and the power transmission line is detected.
Insulator Recognition Algorithm. The insulator recognition algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 , and it is divided into training process and recognition process. In the training process, the insulator sample image and non-insulator sample image are preprocessed by median filtering, dilating, eroding and Otsu thresholding. Then, the sample image is tilted correctly based on PCA. Next, the moments invariant features are extracted and chosen to compose complex classifier. Finally, the complex AdaBoost classifiers are combined in a cascade method for insulator recognition. In the recognition process, the image of insulator candidate region is processed as the procedure of training process, and then, recognized by the complex AdaBoost classifiers. 
Image Preprocessing
The insulator image which is acquired by UAV is not very well, and its quality degenerates. In order to improve the accuracy of recognition and reduce the amount of computation, the insulator image is processed by median filtering, dilating, eroding and graying [5] . As shown in Fig. 3 (a) , it reduces the noise interference, smoothes the highlight point, and the difference among the pixel values is reduced. For the better extraction of moments invariant features, the gray image is converted into the binary image with Otsu algorithm. The binary image is shown in Fig. 3 (b) .
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Tilt Correction
As shown in Fig. 1 , a tilt angle exists between insulator main direction and horizontal direction, and this has negative effect on the extraction of moments invariant features. In this paper, PCA is used to tilt the insulator correctly. This method rotates the initial coordinate to the main direction of the target by coordinate transformation, and maximizes the variance of projection onto the main direction [6] . The specific steps are as follows. 
Feature Extraction
Because the distance between camera and insulator is changed in the use of UAV for power transmission line inspection, the insulator in the image is different, such as the position, direction and size. Therefore, the chosen feature must have the characteristics of invariance in translation, rotation and scale. Invariant moments have the characteristics mentioned above, so moments invariant features are extracted for insulator recognition [7] .
Basic Theory of Invariant Moments. (a) Origin moment
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(13) In the insulator recognition, Hu invariant moments are extracted as features, and chosen to compose complex classifier.
Cascade AdaBoost Classifier
In the power transmission line inspection, the insulator recognition can be considered as two-class object recognition. One is the insulator class, and the other is the non-insulator class. Therefore, machine learning method can be used to recognize the insulator. In 1996, Freund and Schapire proposed the AdaBoost algorithm, and they used it in the face detection [8] . In 2001, Viola and Jones proposed the concept of integral graph and cascade classifier based on the AdaBoost algorithm, and they made face detection achieve real time at high detection rate, and promoted the face detection technology greatly [9] .
In this paper, cascade AdaBoost classifier which was proposed by Viola and Jones are chosen to recognize the insulator. In cascade AdaBoost classifier, each classifier is trained by AdaBoost algorithm. If the sample is recognized as the positive sample by the previous classifier, it can be put
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into the next classifier. If not, it is recognized as the negative sample and output directly. The sample output by the last classifier is the positive sample recognized by each classifier. The scheme is shown in Fig. 4 . 
Experiment Results and Analysis
In the experiment, the number of training sample set is 1887 including 669 insulator samples and 1218 non-insulator samples, and the number of test sample set is 80. The non-insulator samples include power transmission line, vibration damper, power transmission tower, and so on. The number of insulator in each test sample is unknown. The background of sample is the mountainous area. In the acquisition of insulator image, the power transmission tower is detected using the method which is proposed in [2] , and then high definition camera is used to take the photo of insulator. Besides, if UAV comes across the weak air current during image acquisition, the system of stability of aerial camera platform can compensate the shake.
In the training process, the number of convergence level is 15. In the recognition process, 467 insulators are recognized in 80 test samples, 38 insulators are missed, and 7 non-insulators are recognized as insulator. The recognition result is shown in Fig. 5 . The true positive rate t P and the false recognition rate f R are as follows [10] . 467 Where n TP is the number of insulator when it is the insulator, n FN is the number of non-insulator when it is the insulator, and n FP is the number of insulator when it is the non-insulator. The experiment results show that the true positive rate is 92.475% and the false recognition rate is 1.477%, and the results satisfy the application requirement. The main reasons for missed recognition and false recognition are as follows.
(a) Some power transmission line is not detected accurately, this causes the wrong candidate region of insulator, and leads to the missed recognition or false recognition.
(b) Some insulator candidate region is large, this improves the complexity of candidate region of insulator, and leads to the missed recognition or false recognition.
(c) The background of some insulator is so complex, and this improves the rate of missed recognition and false recognition.
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Conclusions
A method based on moments invariant features and cascade AdaBoost classifier for insulator recognition is put forward to solve the problem of poor performance of insulator recognition. The results of experiments demonstrate that the proposed method can recognize the insulator from complex background in the mountainous area, and it has better robustness, accuracy and validity. In the future work, the insulator recognition algorithm will be improved in order to improve the insulator detection rate and reduce execution time, and ultimately to achieve the insulator inspection and fault diagnosis using a real UAV.
